It is easy to see that concordance is an equivalence relation. The set of its equivalence classes on the space PSC(ΛF) of metrics of positive scalar curvature on M n will be denoted by π^ (Ψ §C(M n ) ). For n > 3 the connected sum operation induces a group structure on πg(PSC(5 π )) [G] , It will be proved that for every simply-connected spin manifold M n of dimension n > 6 the group acts freely and transitively on π^{ΫSC{M n )). This is a special case of the following result. THEOREM 2.L Let M n be a closed manifold of dimension n > 6. There exists a group depending only on the dimension, the first StiefelWhitney class of M n , and the cokernel of the homomorphism n 2 {M n ) -+ KO (S 2 ) given by [φ] ^ [φ*TM n ] that acts freely and transitively on the set
The group occurring in the statement of Theorem 2.1 is essentially Hajduk's obstruction group for the existence of metrics of positive scalar curvature (for more details see §2 and [H2] ).
Every smooth map g: [0, 1] -> PSC(ΛF) induces a concordance between g(0) and g(l) [GL2, Proposition 4.43] . In other words, 257 there is a surjective map π o (FSC(M n 
)) -> π^(ΨSC(M n )).
For every / > 1, there exists an /th-dimensional counteφart πt(ΨSC(M n ) 9 g) -» π? (PSC(M W ), g) of the map, which is a group homomorphism. The groups π?(PSC(Af Λ ), g) are called concordance groups of positive scalar curvature metrics on M n , with the base metric g. The following theorem is one of the main results of this paper. This is a refinement of the following theorem due to Hitchin: if M n is a closed spin manifold, then π/(PSC(M Λ )) Φ 0 for i = 0, 1 α/ίd Λ + / = 8fc, 8A: + 1, k > 1.
The paper is organized as follows. In §1 the notion of a handle metric is introduced and it is proved that an arbitrary metric of positive scalar curvature is isotopic to one that decomposes into a sum of a handle metric and a concordance (see Theorem 1.1). Section 2 contains the proof of Theorem 2.1. Concordance groups of positive scalar curvature metrics are studied in §3.
I would like to thank Marek Lewkowicz for many valuable conversations on deformations of metrics of positive scalar curvature. A special thanks is due to Boguslaw Hajduk for sharing with me his ideas on obstruction groups for the existence of metrics with positive scalar curvature and for encouraging me during the preparation of this paper.
Deformations of PSC metrics.
In the section the notions of handle and GL metrics are introduced and the following results on deformations of positive scalar curvature metrics are proved. in R /+2 such that the induced on D /+1 metric will be "torpedo". Consider the embedding induced by the sequence of inclusions
and put P = {x e R" +4 | dist(x, D /+1 x (-00, 0]) = μ}. There exists δ > 0 such that the metric induced by the Euclidean metric of R n+4 on P = P Π (R /+2 x (-(5, 0] x R π -/+1 ) will coincide with g' if we smooth the corner along Pn (R /+2 x {0} x R"" /+1 ). Let us now embed 
, and smoothing the resulting corners. Con- 
The next theorem is a straightforward consequence of the handle metric construction.
SURGERY THEOREM ([GL1, SY, G] 
describes the part of πi{M n ) which can be killed by surgery. For / = 1 it is the first Stiefel-Whitney class of M n . For / = 2 it is the second Stiefel-Whitney class of M n , if M n is a simply-connected manifold. Let π be a finitely presentable group and let ω = (ω\, ωι) where ωi € Hom(π, Z/2Z) and ω 2 e Z/2Z. We say that M n is a (π, ω)-manifold if π\(M n ) = π, ω\(M n ) = ω\, and the homomorphism %2{M n ) -• JPO(5' 2 ) is an isomorphism when πι = 1, and %i{M n ) is trivial when α>2 = 0. If M n is a closed manifold of dimension > 5, then surgery killing the kernel of %2{M n ) -• KO (S 2 ) induces a 2-connected bordism between M n and a (π, ω)-manifold with π = %ι{M n ), o)\ = ω\(M n ), and ω2 depending on the cokernel of the homomorphism π 2 (M n ) ^ KO (S 2 ).
The remaining part of the section is devoted to a proof of the following result. Later on we will see that if T w (π,α,ω) is the doubling of W (π, a, ω) , then the set of concordance classes of metrics of positive scalar curvature on T Λ (π, α, ω) is a group, and it does not depend on the presentation a of π .
This paragraph contains the definition of W{π, a, ώ). Assume that n > 5 and let π be a group with a presentation α = (a\, <?2 > > /ki 5 r 2 > > Γs) and α>i £ Hom(π, Z/2Z). We can rearrange the order of the generators such that 0 for 1 < i < I, 1 forι+l<ι<ί.
It is well known that for every n > 1 there are only two, up to isomorphism, n-dimensional vector bundles e n , γ n over S ι . Let Ώ(ε n ) and Ό(γ n ) be the unit disk bundles associated with ε n and y n respectively. The boundary connected sum of / copies of Ώ(e n~ι ) and ί -/ copies of B(γ n~ι ) is a manifold Fί with the fundamental group free of / generators. For every relator r, of π there is a smooth embedding r z : S 1 -• dV\, whose image in n\{V\) coincides with r t . Since ω\ or r,-is trivial, the normal bundle to Ti (S ι Lemma 2.6 follows from Proposition 2.2 and the fact that for n > 6 and two arbitrary presentations a\, a 2 of π the spaces Ύ n (π, a\, ω) and Ύ n (π, a 2 , ω) are 2-connected bordant one to another (for details see [H2] ). In the sequel we use the notation π^ (n, π, ώ) 
Then the concordance c u g (-c ) is relatively concordant to the trivial one go + dt 1 . By Theorem 1.1, an arbitrary metric g of positive scalar curvature on a (π, ω)-manifold M n is isotopic to a metric of the form gπ U Cg U ^can where gπ is the handle metric induced by all handles of codimension greater than two, gem is the canonical handle metric on B n (π, a, ω) , and c g is a concordance. At the same time, an arbitrary metric s of positive scalar curvature on T w (π, α, ω) is isotopic to a metric of the form g can U g C an. Consider a pairing π^ (n, π, ω) (π,a,ω) By the Cancellation Lemma,
Proof. Consider the product metric
Let us now see that the action is transitive. It will be shown that for two arbitrary metrics go and #i of positive scalar curvature on a (π, ω)-manifold M n there is a metric s of positive scalar curvature on Ί n (π, a, ω) such that the metric obtained by the action of s on go is concordant to g\. Take representatives gn U c gQ U gcan, gH U Cg, U gcan, and ^UCjU gcan of concordance classes of g 0 , gi, and 5 respectively. By the Cancellation Lemma, c gQ U (~c go ) is relatively concordant to the trivial concordance. Hence, the metric given by the action of gcan U (~c go U^)U gcan on go is concordant to g\. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
3. Concordance groups of PSC metrics. This section contains a definition of the concordance groups of metrics of positive scalar curvature, some of their elementary properties, and a proof of the following result. where the metric g is flat. For / = 1, the set D\{p} has two connected components, and it is important from which one the point q is chosen, therefore, for / = 1, let the point q come from the third quadrant of the first sphere. It is easy to see that the operation is well defined and determines a group structure with the neutral element induced by the class of a metric g& + g where g& is a metric obtained from the standard sphere metric by making it flat in a neighborhood of the south pole of S*.
The groups π^(PSC(Λ/ w ), g) depend only on concordance class of the diffeomorphism φ, and this is why they are Abelian for / > 1. It is easy to see that for concordant metrics go, g\ of positive scalar curvature on M n , the groups π£(PSC(M n ), g 0 ) and πf(PSC(M n ), g x ) are isomorphic. One can also check that the map πo(PSC(M")) -• πg(PSC(M w )) has its analogs π, (PSC(Λ/ Λ ), g) -> π?(PSC(ΛP), g) for / > 1, which are group homomorphisms.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let M n be a simply-connected closed spin manifold and let / = 0. By Theorem 2.1 there is a bijective correspondence between elements of πg(PSC(Λf w )) and πg(PSC (S w ) ). Let πg(PSC (S fΠ )) be the subgroup of πg(PSC(S w )) consisting of concordance classes of those metrics that are boundary restrictions of metrics with positive scalar curvature on compact spin manifolds. Hajduk defined a homomorphism a: πg(PSC(S")) -> KO n +\(pt) and noticed that a is an isomorphism if the Gromov-Lawson conjecture is true [HI] . Since the conjecture was proved to be true [S] 
, then S(-S(g)#g) = -S(g)#S(g).
By the Cancellation Lemma, -S(g)#S(g) is concordant to the standard metric on S n . Therefore, for every metric s of positive scalar curvature on S n the image of s#S(g)#g under S is concordant to s. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
